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...it depends!
When it comes to Fat Loss, there are a

number of important factors to consider.

The diagram on the right represents the Fat

Loss Hierarchy. As you can see the most

important factor to get right is your daily

Calorie intake, followed by your Protein

intake, your Fat and Carbohydrate intake and

making sure you get enough sleep (7-9 hours)

every night! Because sleep helps to regulate

two hormones related to appetite - Leptin

and Ghrelin .

ENERGY IN = ENERGY OUT - WEIGHT MAINTENANCE

ENERGY IN > ENERGY OUT - WEIGHT GAIN

ENERGY IN < ENERGY OUT - WEIGHT LOSS

C A N  W A L K I N G  Y O U R
D O G  H E L P  Y O U  L O S E

W E I G H T ?

If you consume more calories than you burn, you will gain weight. Similarly, if you burn more calories

than you consume, you will lose weight.

Let’s say for an example, you need to consume 2,000 calories every day to stay the same weight. If you

consume 1,700 calories, you will be in what they term a “calorie deficit” and you will lose weight.

FOR 1:1 NUTRITION COACHING, PLEASE CONTACT ME TO DISCUSS THE BEST COACHING PLAN
FOR YOU. 



So how is energy burned?
E N E R G Y  E X P E N D I T U R E

As you can see from the graph above, the

majority of calories are used to keep you alive -

your BMR or Basal Metabolic Rate - The energy

required to carry out all the necessary functions

within the body.

The next is NEAT or Non Exercise Activity
Thermogenesis. This is the energy you burn for

everything other than eating, sleeping or exercise.

This is why as coaches, we encourage our clients

to move as much as possible. 

This could be taking the stairs instead of an

elevator, parking further from the shops so you

have a bit further to walk, cleaning the house,

gardening, using a standing desk. The more you

move throughout the day, the more you burn!

You could increase your NEAT by running around

after your pooch or taking them on a few walks

every day.

The next is TEF or the Thermic Effect on Food -

the energy required to break down the food you

consume. Protein has the highest TEF so this is

also why we encourage people to consume more

protein during a Fat Loss diet. It also helps you to

stay full! 

Lastly, a small percentage of calories is burned

through exercise. 

If you are only focusing on exercise and walking

your dog but your nutrition isn’t aligned to your

goal of losing weight, then, like your pooch - you

could be chasing your tail!
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FOR 1:1 NUTRITION COACHING, PLEASE CONTACT ME TO DISCUSS THE BEST COACHING PLAN
FOR YOU. 

PLAY INDOOR
CATCH

WALK YOUR
DOG

DO STAIRS RUN
WITH YOUR DOG

DO A GROOMING
SESSION

WASH YOUR
PET

WORK ON BASIC
COMMANDS

NREE
(Exercise, food,

movement)

REE
(Bodily

functions to
stay alive)


